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We consider the propagation of monochromatic light in a medium with inhomogeneities of the dielec
tric constant, which are large scale (compared to the wavelength), for the case when the depolariza
tion is small and we can use the scalar wave equation. Using Fradkin's method, we can write the 
solution in operator form or in the form of a path integral. If the dielectric constant probability dis
tribution is Gaussian it turns out to be possible to average explicitly and we can obtain expressions 
for the average field, the mutual coherence function, and so on. Further we consider the parabolic 
equation approximation and the approximation of inhomogeneities delta-function correlated along the 
direction of the wave propagation (Markovian model), and we evaluate then the path -integrals for the 
average field and the mutual coherence function and find explicit expressions for these quantities. 
Using the solution of the complete scalar equation in the form of a path integral we were able to find 
the corrections to the parabolic equation solution for the average field, and using them to formulate 
the condition that the scattering per wave length is small and that the radius of the first Fresnel zone 
is small compared to the extinction length. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE problem of the propagation of electromagnetic 
radiation in a medium with random inhomogeneities has 
recently become the subject of considerable interest in 
connection with a whole set of different problems in 
astrophysics, plasma physics, and geophysics. Although 
there exist a rather wide class of problems where the 
solution obtained in the first Born approximation is c 
completely satisfactory, in a great number of cases w 
when the field fluctuations become large it is necessary 
to go beyond that approximation. We have shown inl 11 
that if the light propagation is described in the para
bolic equation approximation, and if the fluctuations in 
the dielectric constant are Gaussian and delta-function 
correlated along the direction of the wave propagation, 
the problem of determining the statistical characteris
tics of the field can be solved exactly. The equation for 
the characteristic functional of the electromagnetic 
field has then the form of the Fokker-Planck equation 
in functional space and because of this the model con
sidered inLIJ corresponds to the approximation of a 
Markovian random process. We obtained inl21 correc
tions to a Markovian type solution caused by the fact 
that the longitudinal correlation radius is finite; in the 
important region these corrections turn out to be of the 
order of the ratio of the correlation radius to the length 
of the path traversed by the wave in the inhomogeneous 
medium. In the same paper a method was indicated to 
obtain equations for the moments of the electromagnetic 
field for the case of non-Gaussian fluctuations in the 
dielectric constant. We left alone, however, the problem 
of the applicability of the parabolic approximation itself 
in a given problem and of the possibility to use the model 
of delta-function correlated inhomogeneities in the com
plete scalar equation. 

In the present paper we use the method proposed by 

Fradkinl3 ' 41 to construct solutions of differential equa
tions in the form of path integrals. It then turns out to 
be possible to write down explicitly expressions for 
the average field, the mutual coherence function, and 
so on, and to make clear the conditions under which the 
path integrals expressing these functions go over into 
expressions corresponding to the Markovian approxima
tion and can be evaluated. 

2. WRITING THE SOLUTION OF THE SCALAR WAVE 
EQUATION IN A RANDOM MEDIUM IN THE FORM 
OF A PATH INTEGRAL 

In the scalar approximation the field of a light wave 
~(r)e-iwt satisfies the equation 

[<1 + k2 + k"e 1 (r) ]¢ (r) = 0, ( 1)* 

where k is the average wave number and E 1(r) the rela
tive deviation of the dielectric constant from its aver
age value. The dependence of 1/J and E 1 on the time enters 
parametrically into (1) (quasi-stationary approximation). 

Bearing in mind that in the following we want to com
pare the solution of Eq. (1) with the solution of the 
corresponding parabolic equation we consider the field 
of an emitter situated in the x = 0 plane (we assume that 
E1(r) = 0 for x < 0) which has a complex amplitude dis
tribution u0 (p) (where r = (x, p)). We must then add to 
(1) the boundary condition 

¢(0, p) = uo(p) (2) 

and the condition of emission at infinity for x > 0. 
We consider the field of a point source Go(x, P; x', p') 

in an unbounded space in which E1(-x,p) = E1(x,p). The 
function Go satisfies the equation 

[<1+k"+k2et(lxl, p)]Co(x, p;x', p) =6(x-x')6(p-p') (3) 
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and the condition of emission at infinity. We introduce 
the function 

G(x, p; x', p') = G0 (x, p; x', p')- Go(x, p; -x', p'). (4) 

One can then easily show that the solution of the prob
lem given by (1) and (2) can be expressed by the formula 

1jl(x,p)= Jax'dp'G(x,p;x',p')ll'(x')uo(p'). (5) 

Following Fradkin's method we construct an explicit 
expression for Go and G. To do this we write Go in the 
form 

G0 (r,r')= JapG0 (r,p)exp {ip(r-r')}. (6) 

For Go(r, p} we get from ( 3} the equation 

[£\ + 2ipV + k2et(ixJ, p)- p" + k2]Go(r, p) = 1. (7) 

We can write the solution of Eq. (7) which satisfies the 
radiation condition in the form 

co 

Go(r, P)=- i J d~exp{i(k2 - p2)£- 6·0}<1>(6, r, p), (8) 
0 

where 4>(~, r, p} satisfies the equation 

~= [il\- 2pV + ik2et( Jxj, p) ]<I>; <1>(0, r, p)= 1. (9) 
a~ 

(The signs in front of the factors i in (8) are chosen in 
such a way that the term ~ · 0 corresponds to an infini
tesimal absorption: k- k + iO.) 

We consider instead of (9) a more complicated equa
tion which contains an arbitrary function T(~): 

a~ -
d~ = [il\- 2pV +We,( JxJ, p) + •(6) V]<l>(T; £, r, p), 

(10} 
(JJ(O; ~. r, p) = <ll(£, ,., p), ID(T; 0, r, p) = 1. 

We integrate (10} over ~ from 0 to ~~and then apply the 
operator li/liT(~2) where 0 < ~ 2 < ~~· As a result we get 

b<ll(T; ~!.l',p) 

bT(S2) 

•• f rlWL\- 2pV + ik2e1 + •(6) V] 
!) 

llcii{T; 6, r, p) + V.;;( . • ) X .., T,>j!,r,p. 
11T(6z) 

(11) 

As (10) is a first order equation in ~ with boundary 
conditions at ~ = 0, ~(T; ~. r, p} depends only on values 
ofT(~') for~·<~ and is independent of values T(~') 
with ~· > ~- The variational derivative in (11) is thus 
equal under the integral sign to zero for ~ 2 > ~, and 
hence the lower limit of integration must be replaced 
by ~2• Putting after that ~2 = ~~we get the formula 1 > 

llcii(T; 6,r,p) - (12) 
IITn,j V<l>(T;~r,p). 

Exactly in the same way 
1)2<i} -

o.• (E;) = a <I> (13) 

and we can rewrite Eq. (10) in the form 

'>When taking the limit it is necessarx to study separately the con
tribution from the point ~2 = ~ 1 in the L'.<P. There may in general appear 
here a numerical coefficient which differs from unity (see, for instance, 
[ 5• 1 )). The rule for evaluating the contribution from this point which is 
established from similar problems which have been solved exactly can 
be formulated as follows: at ~2 = ~ 1 we must assume that r(~) = T(~ + 0). 

acii 11•cii -
-=i--+[•(6) V- 2pV + ik2e!]<l>. as 11•2 (M 

(14) 

We shall look for a solution of (14) in the form 

- • 112 
<l>(T; s,r,p)=exp {i I dTj IIT2(TJ) }<p(T; 6,r,p). (15) 

The operators 

• 62 
exp {- i I dTJ IIT'(TJ) } and [ (•(s)- 2p) V + ik2e!] 

commute2> so that we get for cp the first-order equation 

~~ ={[ •{s)- 2p] V +Wet( Jxl, p) }<p, (16} 

<p(T; 0, r, p) = 1, 

which has a solution in the form 

• • 
cp(•;6,r,p)=exp{W Jas'e,(r-2p(6-S'l+ JaTJT(TJ) )}. (17) 

o r 

Using (17), (15), and (10) we get 

l ~ ~~· ~ r r 
(Jl (s, r, p) 0'' exp 1 i ('I o~2 (TJ) t · exp t ik2 ts'et(r- 2p (s- s') 

+;~dTJ~(tJ))tL.· (18) 

We now change from the operator form of the solu
tion to a representation in the form of a path integral. 
To do this we must write the functional 

• • 
Q[ T] = exp {ik2 J d6'e1 (r- 2p(1;1- S') + J dTJ T(TJ))} 

0 il 

as a path Fourier integral after which we let the opera
tor occurring in (18} act and putT = 0. Using the in
verse Fourier transformation after this to eliminate 
the Fourier transform Q and evaluating a Gaussian type 
path integral we can obtain the equation 

where 

• • 
<l>(s,r,p)= Jnvexp {__!__ J ds'v2 (~) 

4 0 

< • 

+W J ds'et ( r-2p(6- ~(}+ J dTJv(TJ))}, 
o r 

. . ' 
Dv= IT dv(~') j J ... J IT dv(S')exp { ~ J d6'v2(6') }· 

;'=0 t'=O 0 

(19) 

We note that the measure which we have introduced is 
normalized by the condition 

• • J Dvexp {-i-I dTJ v2(TJ) }= 1, 

which can conveniently be used for actual calculations. 
We introduce in (19) a new integration variable 

through the substitution v(~)- 2p + v(~) and substitute 
it into (8) and (6). We can perform the integration over 
p (it leads to a li-function) and as a result we get 

co • 

Go(r,r')=- i J dsexp {ik2s- 6·0} J Dvll (r- r' + J dTJV{TJ)) 
0 0 

2>To establish this we must also take into account that T = T(~ + 0) 
(see preceding footnote). 
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0 • • • 

X exp { ~ J dTjv2 (TJ)+ ik2 J dS'e1 ( r + J dTJV(TJ) )}0 (20) 
o o r 

Using Eqs. ( 4) and (5) and bearing in mind that E 1(x) 
= E1(lx!) we can write down an expression for 1/i(x, p): 

00 0 • 

\j)(x, p)=- i J d~exp {ik2~- ~ 0 0} J Dvexp{-.i-J dl)v2 (.TJ) 
0 D 

• • • + ik2 J d~'e1 (lx + J dT)Vx(TJ) I, p + J dT)VOL(TJ))} 
o r r 

• • 
X J dx'{l) (x-x' + J dT)Vx(TJ) )-/)( x+x' + J d1]Vx(TJ))} 

0 0 

• 
Xll'(.x')uo ( p + J dT)Vj_(TJ)) o 

D 

(21) 

To facilitate the comparison of this expression with 
the solution of the parabolic equation which has the 
form 1/i = ueikx we change integration variables in (21), 
vx ~ Vx- 2k and afterwards use the li-functions 

• 
ll(x±x'+ JaT)vo,(TJ) ). 

0 

to eliminate the factor proportional to an integral of Vx 
which occurs in the index of the exponent. As a result 
we get 

00 

1jl(x, p) =- 2i J d!; J dx'll'(x')exp {ik(x- x')- !;oO} 
D 

X J Dv~ ( x- x'- 2ks + f dT)vx(TJ)) exp{; J dTJv'(TJ) 
0 0 

• • + ik2 J d~'e1 (lx- 2k(~- £') + J dT)Vx(TJ) 1
, 

o r 

• • 
p + J dTJVj_(TJ)) }uo (r + J dT)Vj_(TJ)) 0 

~ 0 

(22) 

Equations (21) and (22) give the field of an emitter with 
a complex amplitude distribution uo(P) in an inhomo
geneous medium. 

If the point of observation lies in the wave zone of 
the emitter, i.e., kx » 1, we can drop in (21), (22) the 
absolute magnitude sign in the first argument of E 1• In
deed, in the region which is important for the integra
tionovervx,v~~ ~ 1,i.e., lv I 'S ~-112 . Bearingthis 
in mind, we deduce from the !-functions occurring in 
(22) that ~ ~ x/k. If we take into account the presence 
of li-functions we can write the first argument of E 1 in 
the form ,, 

2k\;'- S dT)Vx(TJ) ~ (2k- Vx)S', 
D 

and as vx ~ ~-112 ~ (x/kr112 , we have vx/k ~ (kxr112 
« 1. As ~' > 0, the integral term which is small com
pared to the main term can not change the sign of the 
argument and we can thus for kx >> 1 drop the absolute 
magnitude sign in (21) and (22). (We note that this ap
proximation corresponds to neglecting the term 1/ikx 
in comparison with unity in the Green function of the 
same problem in free space. 

3. PARABOLIC EQUATION APPROXIMATION 
In the parabolic equation approximation we look for 

the solution of (1) in the form l/i(r) = u(r)eikx and we 

omit in the equation for u the term a2u/ax2: 

au 
2ik ax+ L'.j_U + k2ei(or) U = 00 

(23) 

The emission condition is automatically satisfied and 
the second boundary condition is the same as (2): 

u(O, p) = uo(p)o (2a) 

We can apply to Eq. (23) the same procedure as was 
used above (in actual fact it turns out to be much sim
pler as (23) is a first order equation in x and we can 
introduce the "source" T1 as T1(x)), As a result we 
easily get the following form for u: 

Here T1 = (T1y, T1z) while the variable ~1 has now another 
meaning and is connected with the old variable ~ by the 
relation ~ = 2k~ 1• 

Using a Fourier transformation we can write u(x, p) 
as a path integral: 

ok X ok X 

u(x, p) = JDv1 exp{.:_ J d~1v12 (~t) + _!___ J d~,B,( S.t. p 
2 0 2 D 

+ j dT)tVt(TJt)) }uo( p +:J d!;,v,(S.t)), 
~ D 

(25) 

X X ik X 

Dv, =II dv, (~,) j J 0 0 0 J II dv1 (~1 ) exp { T J d£1v12(~ 1 )} 0 

;~o s~o o 

Using the integral representations of (22) and (25) and 
assuming that E(r) is a Gaussian random field we can 
easily write down expressions for the averages of the 
1/i or for the averages of their bilinear combinations. 
We then use the formula (the angle brackets denote the 
averaging over the ensemble of possible realizations 
of E1(r)) 

( exp{ia J dS,e1(r)}) =cxp{- ~~ SJ d£,d~, (ei(r1)ei(r2))}, 

which is valid in the case of a Gaussian distribution for 
E 1 when (E 1) = 0. We shall denote the correlation func
tion (E1(r1)E1(r2)) by BE(r1, r2) = B(rl- r2) (uniformity). 

The average of u is equal to 

One can not evaluate the integral (26) in the general 
case. However, it can be found for the model with in
homogeneities which are delta-function correlated along 
the direction of propagation which was introduced inll1 • 

In that case the true correlation function B(~,p) is re
placed by an effective correlation function 

00 

Beff(~, p) = /l((:).1 (p), A (p) = J d£B(~, p)o (27) 

In this approximation 

(n(x, p)) = cxp {- k2A (O)x/8} 
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'k X X 

X s Dvt exp r~ s d~tVt2 (£i) }uo ( p + s d~tVt{~t)). (28) 
0 0 

One can easily evaluate the last integral if we substitute 
instead of the function uo(P) its Fourier transform 

(29) 

and afterwards perform in the path integral the shift 
V1 = U- K/K. 

As a result we get 

(u(x, p)) =exp {- k2A(O)x/8} J dxu0 (x)exp {ixp- ix2x/2k}. (30) 

We obtained this equation in[u by a different method. 
We note also that one can easily obtain (30) also directly 
from the averaged Eq. (24). We apply the operator 
formula for writing out the solution to evaluate the co
herence function 

f(x, pt, p,) = (n(x, Pt)u"(x, p,)) 

for the model (27). Using (24) to form the requisite 
combination uu* and averaging we get 

{ i X [ ()2 ()2 ] } r (x, Pt• p,) = exp 2k ~ d~l ii"Ct' (st) - ii"C,• (~t) Uo (Pt 

+ ~ d~t"Ct (~t)) uo * (P• + ~ dst"Co (~t)) 

xexp {- n:• ~d~1D (p1 - p2 -l- ~ dtjtf"Ct(l']t) -"Cz(I'J,)J)} l.,,~o • (31) 

where 1rD(p) = A(O)- A(p). We now again use the 
Fourier transform (29) after which we get 

r (x, Pt• p,) = ~ dxtdx, exp {i (x,p,- x,p,)} Uo (Xt) Uo* (11,) 

{ i X [ ()2 ()2 J } { X 

Xexp 2fi}dst ii"Ct'(st)- ii"Co'(st) exp i~d~dXt"CdGt) 
k' X 

-x,1:, (~t)J - T ~ d~tD (Pt- P• 
0 

+ J d!']t["Ct(fJt)- "Co (I'Jt)lJ} L .. ~o· (32) 

We put 

and then 

6'/6Tt2 (6) - ()2/ iiT:f(s) = 462 1 6a(6) 6b (6) 

and we can perform the operation li/lib(~) as b occurs 
only in the exponent: 

f(x, P•• P•)= J dxt dx2exp {i(x,pt- x.pz)} uo(x,) 

• { Xt-X, sx il } { Xt-!-X. Xu0 {x2)exp ---- dTJ 1-- exp i---
k 0 6a(.l'),) 2 

X k2 X X 

x J d£ta(6,)-~ J d!;.D (P•- P• + J d1Ja(TJ)) }I _ . 
o 4 o •• a-0 

The action of the remaining operator is reduced to a 
shift and we get finally 

f(x, Pt. p,)= J dxt dx, exp{ i(X!Pt- x.pz) 

(Xt2 -x,2)x nk'sx ( Xt-X, )} 
-i -- d6D pt-p,----5 uo(Xt)uo*(x,). 

2k 4 0 k (33) 

One checks easily that (33) is a solution of the equa
tion 

ar i nk' Tx- 2k(~ •• -~.,)f-t--4-D(p1 -p2}f=0, 
(34) 

f(O, pt, p2) = uo(pt)uo· (p,), 

which was obtained in[s,lJ and which is equivalent, as 
was shown by Dolin/61 to the small-angle approxima
tion of the radiative transfer equation. An expression 
equivalent to (33) was obtained by Dolin[71 when solving 
the radiative transfer equation. 

In the case of a plane incident wave uo(K) = uoli(K) and 
it follows from (33) that 

f{x, pt, p2) = fo exp{-nk2D(pt- p,)x I 4}, 

which is the same as the result given in [ll • 

4. REGION OF APPLICABILITY OF THE PARABOLIC 
APPROXIMATION AND THE MARKOVIAN MODEL 

We compare the expressions (22) and (25) for the 
solutions of the complete scalar equation and the para- · 
bolic approximation. If we put Vx = 0 in the integral in 
(22) in the arguments of the li-function and of E1 and only 
differentiate the factor exp{ik(x- x')} with respect to 
x', we can reduce the expression thus obtained after a 
change of variables to the form I#= u(x, p)eikx where 
u(x, p) is given by Eq. (25). 

We study the error arising when changing to the 
parabolic approximation in the expression for the aver
age field. We average (22) and right away use the 
asymptotic expression for kx » 1. Differentiation with 
respect to x' can then be changed to differentiation with 
respect to x and then 

a"" 
(.p(x, p)) =- 2i-a J d~exp {ikx- 5·0} J Dvb ( x 

X 0 

• i l'. k• • 
- 2kG + sdT)Vx(TJ) )exph-- s dTJv'(TJ)-2 H dT)t dT)2 

0 0 0 

~ ~ . 
XB ( 2k(T)!- T)2)+ s dT)vx(TJ), s dTJ_v_~_(TJ))} uo ( p-!- s dT)V_L(TJ)). (35) 

1lt 'l"Jl 0 

The change to the parabolic equation is equivalent to 
neglecting in (35) the quantity Vx (everywhere except the 
term v~) and differentiating only the factor eikx with 
respect to x. To find the corrections to the solution of 
the parabolic equation we take in (35) terms with vx into 
account in the linear approximation (i.e., exactly in the 
li -function sign and to first approximation in the expan
sion B(x + L p) = B(x, p) + ~B~(x, p) + ... ). Moreover, 
we use the model (27) of delta-function correlated in
homogeneities and we shall assume that uo = constant. 
The integration over t)l, T/2, and V.J. in (35) is elementary 
(the last one reduces to the normalization integral) and 
we get 

uo a .. J { k2A(O) 
(ljJ(x, p)) =-:--exp {ikx} d(;exp ---·-

!k ax 0 8 

X(4k!',-x)} J Dvxexp{+ J dT)Vx2 (TJ) }~>(s- 2:- 2~ j dT)v,,(TJ)). 

0 0 (36) 

We can evaluate the integral over Vx (it reduces to the 
normalization integral) by substituting 

b(x)=(2n)-1 J daeiax 
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and after that making the shift vx = u + a/k. The final 
expression for ( 1/J > has the form 

(ljl(x, p}>=u0 [1-iM(0)/4Y1+ikA(0)/2] 

Xexp{ikx)f1 + ikA (0) I 2 + k2A (O)x I 8}. 
(37) 

The solution (37) goes over into the corresponding 
solution of the parabolic equation 

(ljl(x)> = u0 exp{ikx- k'A(O)x /8} 

=no exp{ikx- vx /2}, 

where y = k2A(0)/4 is the scattering coefficient, if the 
condition kA(O) « 1 is satisfied, or 

v~k, AV~ 1 

(attenuation of the average field over a wavelength 
small) as well as the condition k3A2(0)x « 1, or 

~x~k. 

(3B) 

(39) 

This last condition imposes a restriction upon the dis
tance over which the parabolic equation has the correct 
value of phase. One can interpret condition (39) as the 
requirement that the radius of the first Fresnel zone is 
small compared to the extinction length: 

v£X~1fv=d. 

If we bear in mind that A(O) ~ a~lo, where a~ is the 
mean square of the dielectric constant fluctuations and 
Zo their correlation radius, we can write (3B) in the form 

(3Ba) 

We obtained inl2J a condition under which the delta
function correlatedness of the inhomogeneities was ap
plicable to the parabolic equation. This condition is the 
same as (3Ba).3 > 

The condition formulated here imposes a restriction 
upon the magnitude of the fluctuations a~. Apart from 
these restrictions we also have the purely "geometri
cal'' conditions for the applicability of the parabolic 
equation: k lo >> 1, x << k3Z6 (see, for instance ,tal) 

which, in contrast to condition (3Ba) could be obtained 

3> As the result of the inexactness allowed in [ 2 ] we derived instead 
of the condition 'YA ~ I the condition y/0 ~ I. 

relatively simply. 
As the condition for the applicability of the parabolic 

equation and the Markovian approximation A.y << 1 turn 
out to be the same, if it is violated both the parabolic 
equation and the Markovian approximation lose their 
validity simultaneously. Because of this the Markovian 
approximation can not be used in the case when the 
parabolic approximation is inapplicable. Physically this 
is explained by the fact that if backward scattering is 
taken into account delta-function correlated inhomo
geneities cause total reflection of the wave and thus, if 
backward scattering is important in a given problem, it 
is impossible to neglect the longitudinal dimensions of 
the inhomogeneities. 

In conclusion we note that if we consider the correc
tions to the mutual coherence function r(x, P1, P2) 
= (u(x, P1lu*(x, P2)) we can obtain yet another restric
tion: 

the meaning of which lies in the requirement that the 
backward scattering intensity of the wave is small. 
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